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KUWAIT: Bahrain drew 4-4 with Turkmenistan on
Thursday in the second round of group two of the
AFC Asian Futsal Cup tournament. Bahrain’s goals
were scored by Ahmad Antar (9), Mohammad
Abdallah (13), Falah Abbas (26, penalty) and
Mohammad Al-Sindi (40). Turkmenistan’s goals
were scored by Shaheedov. Bahrain’s coach said his
team had control of the match and deserves more
than (1) point. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Vietnam were
triumphant in their respective AFC Futsal Asian Cup
opening fixtures on Wednesday as the Kuwait-
hosted event got into its second day. Saudi Arabia
managed a shock 2-1 victory over 2018 runners-up
and three-time title holders, Japan, in their Group D
encounter, with Nasser Al-Harthi and Mohsin Faqihi
for the Gulf kingdom alongside Japan’s Cribaldi
Vinicius each getting on the scoresheet. 

Meanwhile, defending champions and the tour-
nament’s most successful side, Iran, kicked off their
continental campaign with a wide 5-0 victory over
Indonesia in the Group C, two of which were slotted
home by Saeid Ahmadabbasi. Vietnam, in Group D,
were also at the receiving end of a large marginal 5-
1 win over South Korea, as the Southeast Asians
topped their respective group. 

The tournament continued with four matches

scheduled. Group A leaders and hosts Kuwait
locked horns with Thailand while Oman and Iraq
looked to improve on their earlier defeats.
Subsequently, Group B’s respective first and sec-
ond-placed Central Asian sides, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan, seek to attain dominance over the other
and decide the group’s fate as Turkmenistan and
Bahrain hope to achieve their first points of the
tournament. 

Kuwait replaced Turkmenistan as hosts of the
event, originally scheduled for 2020, which was
pushed back to this year due to the COVID pan-
demic. Current 2018 champions Iran have amassed
the most silverware in the competition with 12 cups,
while only Japan, who were runners-up that same
year, trail with three Asian cups. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia are looking for their
second win when they meet Vietnam on Friday in
the second round of the fourth round of the AFC
Futsal Asian Cup Kuwait 2022 Championship. There
will also be a match between Japan and South
Korea. Lebanon will meet Indonesia, while Iran will
face Chinese Taipei from the third group.

Matches of the first and second group will be
concluded Saturday. Kuwait will play with Iraq;
Oman and Thailand will face off in the first group;
Uzbekistan will battle Bahrain while Tajikistan
and Turkmenistan will struggle it out in the sec-
ond group.

Saudi Arabia had a good start after defeating
Japan, which ended them in second place of the
previous championship, but their match with
Vietnam will not be easy, bearing in mind that they
defeated South Korea 5-1. Vietnam’s coach said the
match with Saudi Arabia will be different from that
of South Korea, adding that he knows the strengths

and weaknesses of the opponent.
Japan, meanwhile will seek to compensate their

short comings following their sudden loss to Saudi
Arabia. They are expected to beat Korea, because
any other result may knock them out of the tourna-
ment. In the third group, current champions Iran are
looking to qualify for the quarter finals. 
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s fans cheer their favorite team during the AFC Futsal Asian Cup Kuwait 2022 Championship. 

Wins for Saudi, Iran, Vietnam in first 
Kuwait-hosted Futsal Cup encounter 

Bahrain drew 4-4 with Turkmenistan 

COVID vaccinations 
not compulsory for 
WCup fans: Qatar
DOHA: Coronavirus vaccinations will not be
mandatory for the million-plus fans going to the
World Cup in Qatar this year, authorities in the Gulf
state said on Thursday. All visitors aged over six will
have to produce negative COVID-19 tests before
taking flights to Qatar for the tournament that starts
November 20, the authorities said in new health
guidelines. 

The 29-day tournament will be the first major
global sporting event with fans since the eruption of
the COVID pandemic in December 2019. The Qatar
organizers and world football’s governing body
FIFA have said they want the event to be a sign that
the world is getting over the devastating pandemic.

But they have warned that health guidelines will
change if the threat blows up again. Fans will have
to wear masks in public transport in Qatar and any-
one who tests positive for COVID-19 “will be
required to isolate in accordance with Ministry of
Public Health guidelines”, the health ministry said.
The ministry added that it may force players, refer-
ees and officials to stay in a secure “bio-bubble” if
coronavirus cases take off “to allow for the safe
operation and continuation of the event.” — AFP 

DOHA: Photo shows a building complex in the shape of the year 2022, at Doha Sports City near Khalifa
International Stadium in Qatar’s capital Doha, ahead of the FIFA football World Cup 2022. —AFP 

Hummel tones down 
logo on Denmark’s 
Qatar World Cup kit
COPENHAGEN: Denmark will wear a “toned down”
kit at this year’s World Cup in protest at Qatar’s
human rights record, sportswear maker Hummel said
on Wednesday, setting off a furious response from the
Gulf state. Qatar’s organizing committee accused
Hummel of “trivializing” the country’s efforts to
improve conditions for migrant workers and called on
the Danish federation to intervene.

The logo of the Danish sportswear brand and the
Danish national badge are both barely visible on the
shirts designed for the World Cup that starts on
November 20. Several competing nations and rights
groups have criticized Qatar’s rights record and
FIFA for allowing the event to be held in the conser-
vative Muslim state where homosexuality is illegal.

Hummel said the new jerseys were “a protest
against Qatar and its human rights record,” Hummel
wrote in a post on Instagram. “We don’t wish to be
visible during a tournament that has cost thousands
of people their lives,” the company said in an
Instagram post that referred to reports of casualties
among migrant laborers working on Qatar’s mega
infrastructure projects. “We support the Danish
national team all the way, but that isn’t the same as
supporting Qatar as a host nation.”

In addition to the main red strip and a second
jersey in white, a black and grey third strip was a
sign of “mourning”, the kit company said. Denmark’s
training jerseys will carry “critical messages” after

the two sponsors agreed to have their logos
replaced. Qatar’s World Cup organizers, the
Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy, gave
a stern response that highlighted “significant
reforms to the labor system” to protect workers and
“ensuring improved living conditions for them.”

The committee added that there has been
“robust and transparent dialogue” with the Danish
federation, the DBU, that had led to “a better under-
standing of the progress made”. “We dispute
Hummel’s claim that this tournament has cost thou-
sands of people their lives. Furthermore, we whole-
heartedly reject the trivializing (of) our genuine
commitment to protect the health and safety of the
30,000 workers who built FIFA World Cup stadi-
ums and other tournament projects.”

Qatar says that only three laborers died in work-
related accidents during the construction of the
eight stadiums in the Doha region. It has been
accused of under reporting deaths on wider con-
struction however. The committee said Qatar’s
reforms had been “recognized” by some interna-
tional human rights groups “as a model that has
accelerated progress and improved lives”. “Like
every country, progress on these issues is a journey
without a finish line, and Qatar is committed to that
journey,” said the statement.

“We urge the DBU to accurately convey the out-
come of their extensive communication and work
with the Supreme Committee, and to ensure that
this is accurately communicated to their partners at
Hummel.” England captain Harry Kane has said he
will wear a “OneLove” armband during the World
Cup as part of a Dutch campaign to take a stand
against discrimination. France, Belgium, Germany,
Norway, Sweden, Wales and Switzerland are also
supporting the campaign. —AFP 


